
The twin belt discharge           
attachment is easily removed 
and a dual spinner discharge  
assembly can be installed in 
minutes.  With this unit, material 
will be broadcast spread across 
entire row.    Spinner Hoods can 
also be added to now divert 
product for side dressing of two 
rows at once.  
Dual Hydraulic Motor drives with     
variable spread controls can be        
adjusted for width of spread and 
amount of product applied. 
Whatcom now has 4 types       
of spreading mechanisms   
available to fit any growers     
applications.  These combined 
with our 7 different  models    
enable us to  custom build a     
machine for you. 

Vineyard rows show mulch coverage by spreader. 

Whatcom Vineyard Mulcher  
spreaders are available with   
different spreading mechanisms 
for dual purpose use.  The twin 
belt discharge will cover spread 
two rows at once.  Mulch bed 
width can be tailored to row by 
adjusting belt speed and  
diversion flaps. Organic mulch 
or grape pumice are  easily  
deposited to the desired depth 
for maximum coverage and     
efficiency. 

W H A T C OW H A T C O MM  
               Vineyard  MulcherVineyard  Mulcher  

Twin belt discharge 



MODELS 350 450 550 750 1000 1200 

Capacity (cu. yd.) 3.5 4.5 5.5 7.5 10 12 

Length of box 96” 120” 144” 144” 168” 144” 

Overall length 151” 175” 207” 207” 231” 207” 

Overall width at tires 57” 60” 57” 66” 66” 78” 

Overall height 78” 78” 78” 91” 91” 91” 

Feed belt width 16” 16” 16” 21” 21” 21” 

Tire size 11L-16 
8 PLY 

12.5L-16 
8 PLY 

11L-16 
8 PLY 

12.5L-16 
8 PLY 

12.5L-16 
8 PLY 

12.5L-16 
8 PLY 

Axle type single single tandem tandem tandem tandem 

WHATCOM MANUFACTURING, INC. 

405 BIRCH BAY-LYNDEN ROAD 

LYNDEN, WA  98264 

Phone: (360) 354-3094 
Fax: (360) 354-5434 

Internet:  www.whatcommfg.com 

Email: info@whatcommfg.com 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER: 

Custom order machines are available with low profile floatation tires and torflex axles for maximum 
stability and minimum ground compaction!  We welcome customer feedback for other helpful     
features or modifications.  Give us a call and let us know how we can help! 

“CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT -- BUILT TO LAST!” 

Dual spinner discharge Spinners with side band shrouds 


